Objective of Science Workshop
The main objective of the workshop on science for success is to concentrate on
the importance of science courses at undergraduate level and thereby to increase the
strength of students in the degree colleges at UG level.
The students and parents of the present society are choosing the science subject s
at the intermediate level with a goal only for engineering and medicine fields. Many of
the degree colleges are suffering with lack of students in traditional courses and also
new courses like biotechnology, applied electronics etc, though they have good
infrastructure and well established labs, libraries and experienced faculty. VV College is
also one of the great institution which maintained its standard with its very well
established infrastructure for more than hundred years also suffering with the same
problem.
As a part of duty and responsibility a small trial is made in the name of present
workshop to enhance the charm and importance of the science subjects at UG level
through the lectures given by eminent persons.
The workshop is intended to share their knowledge as there are many job
opportunities after completion of degree with science subjects and also to focus on
higher studies. The application of Physics is of great use from defense, medical,
astronomical, research, engineering and teaching fields to domestic use. Chemistry
students can opt organic, physical and other courses which have many opportunities in
pharmaceutical and research fields.
The student’s trend in the present scenario is exam oriented and many of them
gives least importance to practical’s. The practical knowledge plays an important role in
daily life. Therefore to understand the importance of practical knowledge some practical
sessions also will be conducted by all science departments as a part of the workshop.
There is much scope in research field which helps for the development of the country in
many ways.
Biology reveals to us the secrets of life uncovered by biologist through centuries
of research. It is of great importance to mankind in a practical sense. Biology is one of
the important subject which has great scope in research, pharmaceutical,
bioinformatics, immunology, DNA forensic etc. Hence the present workshop encourages
students to opt for biology. They will be given hands on experience in some of the
biochemical parameters and alternative method of learning about animals without
scarifying them through power point presentation etc. They will be given chance to go
through preserved animals, models and charts.

